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Summary
In Network Virtualization Environments the capability of operators to allocate
resources in the substrate network to support Virtual Networks (VNs) in an opti-
mal manner is known as Virtual Network Embedding (VNE). In the same context,
online VN migration is the process meant to re-allocate components of a VN, or
even an entire VN between elements of the substrate network in real-time and seam-
lessly to the end-users. Online VNE without VN migration may lead to over- or
under-utilization of the Substrate Network resources. However, VNmigration is chal-
lenging due to its computational cost and the service disruption cost inherent to VN
components re-allocation. Online VN migration can reduce migration costs inso-
far it is triggered proactively, not reactively, at critical times, avoiding the negative
effects of both under- and over-triggering. This paper presents a novel online cost-
efficient mechanism that self-adaptively learns the exact moments when triggering
VN migration is likely to be profitable in the long term. We propose a novel self-
adaptive mechanism based on Reinforcement Learning that determines the critical
times when to trigger online VNmigration, leading to the minimization of migration
costs while simultaneously considering benefits on the online VNE acceptance ratio.
KEYWORDS:
Online VNE, Online VN Migration, Migration trigger ratio, Profit, Migration trigger requests, VNE
acceptance ratio.
1 INTRODUCTION
Online VNE is the process of allocating physical resources such as CPU and bandwidth (BW) to support VNs meeting both,
the VN resource requirements and the physical network available capacity at the time of mapping1. It involves mapping each
virtual node to one substrate node and each Virtual Link (VL) to one or more substrate links. The aim of the VNE problem is
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to optimize the use of the Substrate Network (SN) resources while allocating resources for VNs2. Although embedding of VNs
in a SN has been one of the resource allocation challenges in network virtualization, a mapping of VNs without VN migration
may lead to inefficient resource utilization where physical network resources can be over-utilized whereas others may remain
under-utilized3,4. VN migration is more challenging than VNE since VNs may have different constraints like CPU and memory
in the physical nodes, as well as other QoS constraints like BW, delay and jitter. There may be multiple paths of substrate
resources in a network that satisfy a given set of constraints. Moreover, VN migration algorithms have to ensure that the number
of migrated virtualized network elements (virtual nodes and VLs) is minimal, to reduce the chances of service disruption, cost,
and over-utilized physical resources. Nonetheless, efficient VN migration can improve the substrate’s ability to accept future
Virtual Network Requests (VNRs). However, excessive migrations may dramatically increase the operating costs3,5,6 and may
compromise the capacity of the physical network to handle VNRs that arrive at a high rate. Online VN migration can effectively
enhance VNE acceptance ratio insofar it is triggered at critical times, avoiding the risks of both under- and over-triggering.
In this paper we introduce the concept of online self-adaptive VN migration triggering in order to drive the triggering of VN
migrations so that resource re-allocation can be profitable in the long term.
Our approach is based on Reinforcement Learning (RL)7,8, a powerful paradigm to develop autonomic control components in
dynamic online scenarios, such as virtual network environments. RL algorithms like Q-learning9 enable the development of
self-improving agents that learn through interactions with their environments7. To this end, in this paper an RL-based approach
built upon Q-learning is utilized and configured to have as action the triggering of the VNmigration in online VN environments.
Q-learning learns a policy by trial and error, by interacting with the environment and by receiving feedback in the form of
rewards, which may introduce additional costs associated to the learning process. Nonetheless, we show that the training process
of the proposed algorithm stabilizes after only 60 episodes, highlighting the capacity of the self-adaptive trigger to learn the
final policy quickly.
Finally, our approach introduces the concept of maximum substrate graph spanning tree to quantify how "strong" a sub-
strate graph is in terms of its capacity to remain connected after link embedding link pruning stages, an aspect that severely
impacts the VNE acceptance ratio. With the proposed method, the number of VN migrations can be significantly reduced while
simultaneously considering the embedding acceptance ratios.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we state in detail the research problem. Section 3 describes the related
state of the art. Section 4 presents the framework on which our self-adaptive VN migration trigger is based upon. Section 5
elaborates on a method for measuring the physical substrate strength, which is a pivotal element of our solution. Section 6
describes in detail the proposed reinforcement learning approach. Section 7 describes in detail our self-adaptive VN migration
trigger algorithm. Section 8 presents the simulation setup and the assessment methodology. Sections 9 and 10 show the validation
results. Finally, concluding remarks and our future work are presented in Section 11.
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2 PROBLEM STATEMENT
A migration trigger is a process that decides whether to trigger or to withhold (avoid triggering) the migration of VNs, with
the expectation of improving the chances of future VNR acceptance. On the one side, triggering VN migration too often may
increase the chances of VNR acceptance, but incurring into the cost of too many migrations at the same time (over-triggering).
On the other side, withholding VN migration too often avoids the cost of migration but it may decrease the chances of VNR
acceptance (under-triggering). The question is: At which times should on-line VN migration be triggered in order to avoid the
negative effects of both over- and under-triggering?
We pose the VN migration triggering problem as follows. Assume that VNRs arrive sequentially and cyclically, i.e., they arrive
one after another; and after the last one arrives, the first VNR arrives again, then the second one, and so on, in the same order.
Assume that we only know in advance the number of VNRs that are going to arrive. Let this number beM . The VN migration
trigger problem is the problem of finding the best trigger binary sequence of lengthM , i.e. the sequence that indicates the exact
triggering times yielding the maximum profit. In the sequence a “1” at the i-th position denotes “trigger migrations just before
the i-th VNR arrives”, whereas a “0” denotes “withhold”. Here by profit we mean a metric that measures the balance between the
VNR acceptance capacity, or utility, and the incurred cost to achieve that utility. The search space of the VN migration trigger
problem is large: 2M .
A combinatorial optimization approach would try to efficiently explore the search space to produce a fixed trigger sequence
with high profit in reasonable time. However, a trigger mechanism that is able to associate the "status" of the substrate network
resource utilization with the right triggering times is needed to make the mechanism usable in realistic and dynamic networking
settings. This is a challenging task since, due to the on-line nature of the embedding and migration problems, VNRs and their
resource requests are not know in advance. Thus, a trigger mechanism is also needed that autonomously learns when to perform
profitable triggerings as the VNRs arrive. Reinforcement Learning approaches specialize in solving this kind of decision learning
problems.
3 RELATEDWORKS
The classical VNE problem10 proposes the mapping of virtual nodes and VLs onto a SN, with the aim of achieving an efficient
use of the SN resources while satisfying the VNRs. We can distinguish between static and dynamic VNE solutions. Static VNE
solutions try to solve the two fold problem of node mapping and link mapping considering that all VNRs are known in advance3
or that each new arrival of a VNR is a new embedding problem to be solved with the available resources at the time of the
arrival11. Some works, like the ones reported in12,13, solve the VNE problem in one-shot, assigning virtual nodes and links
simultaneously, using linear programming or mixed integer programming techniques. In other works, like14,15, node and link
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mappings are solved independently; usually, first ranking the nodes to select the candidate ones and secondly finding the shortest
paths among the available links. More recent works, like16,17, have introduced the use of RL techniques while addressing the
VNE problem. In16 a Markov decision process and the Monte-Carlo tree search technique are used to solve the node and link
mapping problem. In17 a policy gradient technique is used to learn an appropriate policy, based on the previous history of VN
requests. In any case, all the aforementioned works are static approaches; they do not alter the resources already allocated to any
VN.
On the other hand, in dynamic VNE solutions like those reported in18,19, the VNE problem is solved and if necessary, the actual
mapping of existing VNs is modified in order to optimize the overall use of the SN while satisfying the arrival of new VN
requests. The work reported in18 considers the re-optimization of the mapping of existing VLs, selecting new underlying paths
or adapting the splitting ratio of the existing ones. One relevant restriction of this approach is the periodicity on the execution
of the re-optimization procedure. Our work presented in this paper however, avoids periodic re-configurations. Other proposals
of dynamic VNE solutions, like the ones presented in19,20 exploit RL techniques to learn the best policy to optimize the VNE
performance. Authors in19 use a tabular Q-learning technique to dynamically increase or decrease the resources allocated to
the mapped VNs according to some input indicators of the online use of the assigned resources. The work presented in19
addresses the mapping of new VN requests counting on unused but already assigned resources to previous VN requests. The
subsequent works in20,21 are refinements of the original ideas presented in19, working with more complex RL techniques, as
those combining RL with fuzzy logic21 or RL with artificial neural networks20. The developments in20,21 clearly improve the
results from19. Nevertheless, the aforementioned works achieve a dynamic mapping of already embedded VNs without strictly
remapping the virtual nodes or VLs of any VN. Namely, their approach is restricted to increasing or decreasing the resources
assigned to already-mapped VNs. However, in the dynamic process of VN assignment, network conditions change over time
due to the arrival and departure of VNs. For this reason, the VN assignment without migration may lead to inefficient resource
utilization where some parts of the substrate network can become excessively loaded while others are under-utilized. Migrating
existing VNs can help to improve performance under dynamic situations. But, periodical migration is not desirable for a number
of reasons such as overhead, time, and resources consumption3,5,22.
The authors in23 propose a solution which aims at minimizing the number of congested substrate links by carrying out link
migrations as well. But this is a reactive solution since it is carried out only when a new VN request cannot be satisfied according
to the current mappings. The authors in24 propose a RL-based approach to dynamic migration of resources, in this case when
some urgent contingency occurs and a highest-priority VN needs to be mapped. Our approach differs from this last one as we
aim to learn “when” it is more convenient to migrate some of the VNs. All in all, none of the above works have validated their
approaches on networks with different sizes and link densities and their robustness is questioned.
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FIGURE 1 VN Migration Framework considering self-adaptive VN Migration Triggering.
There have been many advances on periodic VN migration in the state of the art3,5,18,25–27, but there are still challenges to be
explored. The work reported in3 proposes an embedding algorithm with reconfiguration options that prioritize the migration of
a selection of the VNs mapped onto stressed physical nodes or links. A VN reconfiguration mechanism proposed by5 focuses
on load balancing in the physical network. Authors in18 developed a path migration algorithm to deal with the online VNE
problem. They study the effect of periodic reconfiguration of VNs in order to enhance the embedding of newVNRs. The problem
of minimizing over-utilized physical links and BW consumption has been approached by25. Other publications dealing with
periodic VN reconfiguration are presented in26,27. They study the problem of VN reconfiguration considering the cost involved
by the service disruption during VN reconfiguration.
The limitation of all these works is that periodic migration of VNs is extremely costly. Remapping a part or the whole VN
topology periodically can interrupt services that are running due to unnecessary migrations.
The work presented in this paper differs from all previous works in that we present an approach that exploits a self-adaptive
mechanism based on RL to identify the critical times to trigger online VN migration, leading to the minimization of migration
costs while at the same time considering the VNE acceptance ratio. Our work contributes to the state of the art by defining a
novel cost-efficient mechanism that allows a self-adaptive algorithm to identify intelligently the critical times when to trigger
online VN migration, which is in turn validated through simulations on a variety of synthetic physical network topologies with
different sizes and link densities.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that addresses the VN migration trigger problem as formulated in Section 2,
in VN environments through reinforcement learning.
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4 SELF-ADAPTIVE ONLINE VN MIGRATION FRAMEWORK
This section describes the framework of the self-adaptive online VN migration solution presented in this paper. The framework
is graphically shown in Figure 1 for which a brief description of its main building blocks is given hereafter.
The two main components of the framework are the Online Virtual Network Embedding (Online-VNE hereafter) and the Online
Virtual Network Migration (Online-VN migration hereafter). The allocation of resources in the SN to support the VNs, namely
theVNE process (see upper left part of Figure 1) is achieved online inmost real life scenarios28.When aVNR arrives, the Online-
VNE tries to embed the VNR into the SN. The outcome can be either i) the acceptance of the VNR (successfully embedded)
or ii) the rejection of the VNR (failed to be embedded). Our framework considers the online re-allocation of virtual elements
between substrate resources during online-VNE. While online-VNE focuses on mapping VNs on the SN as they arrive, online
VN migration is in charge of resource re-allocations in the SN in favor of more efficient resource management (see Section 4).
The framework shown in Figure 1 includes a Self-adaptive Online VN Migration Trigger Process (SA-MTrigger hereafter)
whose objective is to drive dynamically the VNmigration triggering times. Specifically, by associating the status of the physical
network infrastructure in terms of link resource utilization, the SA-MTrigger approach learns the best (high reward) actions that
reduce the migration costs, in order to avoid unprofitable migration triggerings.
The Online VNmigration component of the framework (upper right part of Figure 1) addresses three critical questions; "when to
trigger VN migration?", "what virtual resources to migrate?", and "from which substrate resources to which substrate resources
to migrate?". A brief discussion of how this component addresses these questions is provided hereafter.
4.1 What virtual resources to migrate?
When a trigger condition is evaluated to true, a selection process identifies the virtual resources with potential to be migrated.
A Link Selector is in charge to detect over-utilized physical resources in mapped physical paths as well as to select the VLs
that are candidate to be migrated. We opted for a VL-oriented migration approach because network link failures occur about 10
times more than node failures29.
The monitoring element of the framework (see bottom part of Figure 1) provides information about the availability of physical
resources in terms of BW and CPU. An important aspect in this regard is the Available Link Bandwidth (ALB), whose estimation
in networking environments can be costly in terms of time consumption and increased overhead30, making the estimation of the
ALB a slow process. There are a number of BW estimation methods in the literature. Examples of these can be found in31–37.
We consider the estimation of the ALB in our self-adaptive triggering approach, as further described in Section 8.
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4.2 From which substrate resources to which substrate resources to migrate?
The next step of the migration process is to find the appropriate resources where to re-configure VLs. This step relies on our
Virtual Link Migration Problem (VLMP) approach1, and carried out by a linear-time heuristic that we designed to find a set
of substrate resources (nodes and links) that could host a VL. Our VLMP algorithm finds substrate resources that can meet the
constraints of the VL prone to be migrated, and also the operator’s constraints about the use of substrate resources. Our VLMP
heuristic considers three stages, explained as follows:
1. The availability stage ensures the availability of physical resources by identifying bottlenecks in physical resources. This is
accomplished by pruning the physical network graph to keep only physical nodes and links with available physical resources in
terms of CPU and BW1.
2. The feasibility stage is intended to find feasible paths that meet the delay and hop count constraints of the VL that is candidate
to be migrated. For that, we use a reversed variation of the Dijkstra algorithm38.
3. The optimality stage aims at finding an optimal path in the physical network that minimizes the BW and CPU in use in order
to host the VL that is candidate to be migrated. For that, we use a Look-ahead variation of the Dijkstra algorithm38.
The model and a detailed description of the VLMP algorithm are out of the scope of this paper, and can be found in1. The
rest of the paper is devoted to describing the elements of our RL approach, as well as to show experimental evidence about the
suitability of the proposed self-adaptive VN migration mechanism.
4.3 When to trigger VN migration?
This critical question is central to our study in this work. The migration of resources is performed only if it is triggered. The
trigger is controlled by means of a RL-based approach (described later). If triggered, the Online-VN migration proceeds to
migrate a selection of virtual resources, which generally involves a cost. If not triggered, the Online-VN migration does not
occur and there is no cost involved. As we are dealing with online VN migration, the RL-based approach evaluates whether to
trigger VN migration for every VNR.
5 MEASURING THE PHYSICAL SUBSTRATE “STRENGTH”
In order to design a self-adaptive triggering problem through RL, a critical decision is the selection of the substrate infrastructure
resource usage variables that are going to be monitored to model the states of the environment. This is critical because some
variables might be difficult to obtain in practical scenarios. Also, a wrong selection of such variables, due to the large number
1In this paper for this stage we ensured the availability of physical link’s BW only, to enable us to reduce the potential effects of perceptual aliasing in our study and
to better assess the suitability of the SN link BW measurement approach described in Section 5.
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FIGURE 2 Reinforcement learning components of the self-adaptive VN migration trigger.
of possible elements to monitor in a physical infrastructure, might render an RL approach unable to distinguish among different
states of the physical resource utilization. This is known as perceptual aliasing: the confounding of true states, making it difficult,
if not impossible for RL algorithms, to learn stable decision policies39.
The Online-VNE process in our Migration Framework (see Figure 1) considers node and link mapping in distinct steps, namely
through a Node Embedder and a Link Embedder. The Link Embedder algorithm involves a pruning stage that removes links
from the physical network graph that do not meet the requested BW requirements (see Section 4). This pruning stage enables
the link mapping algorithm to avoid any physical link whose available BW is lower than BW requested by the VLs.
We have observed that, under some substrate BW congestion settings, the main reason of a high VNR rejection rate is the
embedding algorithm breaking BW congested physical network2 graphs into different connected components during the pruning
stage (see Section 4). When this happens, source and destination nodes can be located at two different connected components.
Under these conditions, VNRs are usually rejected due to the unavailability of a physical path between the sources and targets.
A solution is to balance the BW utilization of congested physical links by means of timely path migrations in such a way that
the physical network becomes “strong enough” to remain connected after future Link Embedder pruning stages. These timely
migrations should happen before the physical infrastructure becomes too congested. Learning physical substrate BW congestion
patterns introduces the need of assessing the connectivity or “substrate strength” of the physical infrastructure graph at any
moment.
Next section introduces the concept of maximum BW substrte spanning treee, which would enable a RL agent to learn a policy
that tells the Online-VNE process whether triggering migration at a given moment is going to raise the VNR acceptance rate in
the long-run based on the current “BW strength” of the physical network.
2A physical network with low available BW in most of its physical links.
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5.1 The maximum BW substrate spanning tree
In the mathematical field of graph theory, a Spanning Tree (ST) T of an undirected graph G is a subgraph of G that includes all
of the vertices of G, with the minimum possible number of edges. In other words, the ST of a graph contains the minimum set
of links that are required to keep the whole graph connected. In the context of our work, an ST of the substrate infrastructure
graph contains a minimum set of physical links that enable all physical nodes to reach each other.
Note that a graph may have several STs. A maximum ST of a weighted graph is a ST where the link weight sum is maximum.
If we weight the physical substrate graph with the link BW, the maximum BW ST of the substrate graph (SSTmax hereafter)
will contain the set of links that: i) concentrate most of the BW available resources; and ii) keep the substrate infrastructure
graph connected. These are the links that are most likely to “survive” the link pruning. Therefore, the SSTmax constitutes a sort
of “skeleton” of the physical network graph. Let Gphys = (V phys, Ephys) be the weighted substrate graph with physical node set
V phys and physical link set Ephys, where each link in Ephys is weighted with its available link BW. The SSTmax can be calculated
efficiently by negating all the BW link weights in the weighted substrate graph and then using a conventional greedy minimum
spanning tree method, like the Kruskal algorithm (O(|Ephys| log |V phys|) time).
By quantifying the “strength” of the whole SSTmax “skeleton” we can determine its “weakest bone”, i.e. the minimum link BW
in the ST (minBW-SSTmax hereafter). The lower the minBW-SSTmax, the lower the chances of the substrate graph to remain
connected after the Link Embedder pruning stage (i.e. the higher the chances the substrate graph will break into different con-
nected components). On the other hand, the higher the minBW-SSTmax, the larger the chances of the substrate graph to remain
connected. We propose to exploit the properties of the minBW-SSTmax to model the state of the physical network utilization in
our RL-based self-adaptive triggering approach, which is developed in the next section.
6 RL MODEL FOR A SELF-ADAPTIVE ONLINE VN MIGRATION TRIGGER
This section elaborates on the RL-based self-adaptive trigger approach for online VN migration. Figure 2 depicts the self-
adaptive triggering approach, which involves the definition of the states, actions and the definition of a reward scheme to evaluate
the effectiveness of the agents’ learning. Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a technique for solving problems in which an agent
interacts with an environment (VN environment in Figure 2) and receives a reward signal at the successful completion of every
step. RL finds a policy, which means a mapping from state to action (trigger/withhold in our case) to maximize the expected
cumulative reward (value function) under that policy7,40. The following sections describe the model for the proposed RL-based
self-adaptive VN migration trigger.
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6.1 RL environment state space
Our approach exploits the properties of the minimum link BW in the ST minBW-SSTmax to define a RL agent that associates
the current “strength” of the substrate network to the best action (trigger migration or withhold migration) to take at any given
moment t to both: i) increase the chances that the arriving VNR would be successfully embedded; and ii) decrease the chances
that unprofitable migration triggering may take place.
In our model, each step consists of a new VNR arrival. The state of the environment at step t is represented as a 2-tuple with two
variables: (1) the minimum link BW in the SSTmax (minBW-SSTmax) and (2) the ID of the t-th VNR which is about to arrive at
step t, and it is formalized with the following expression:
statet = (VNRt ID, minBW-SSTmaxt ) (1)
Let minBW-SSTmax ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3...100} be an integer number between 0 and 100 representing a percentage of available BW in a
physical link. Hence, minBW-SSTmax can take one of 101 different values. IfM is the total number of arriving VNRs, then the
total number of possible states is 101M . Thus, the state space is finite but large. However, in practice, we have experimentally
observed that we do not have to explore all the 101M states in order to learn a useful Online-VN migration trigger policy for
a given substrate network and a given set of VNRs, but a fraction of this space (this is demonstrated through simulations in
Section 9).
Please note that deriving exact expressions analytically for the number of states is not trivial given the online nature of the VNR
embedding and migration problems. This hinders us to know neither the link BW requirements of the VNRs nor the embedding
and migration paths in advance, being these two important factors that bound the number of different minBW-SSTmaxt values
that the agent will observe. Moreover, the actual number of states that the agent will see is also affected by the topology of the
physical networks (size and density), as we will develop later. As for the terminal states, these can be any state where the VNRt
ID is the ID of theM-th VNR. Therefore, in our approach an episode ends when the last VNR arrives.
6.2 RL actions
RL systems learn by executing actions on a trial-and-error basis. In our model, at any given step t, the agent’s action, actiont,
can take one of the following two values:
• Trigger Online-VN migration
• Withhold Online-VN migration
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TABLE 1 Used reward values for each reward type r1 to r4.
actiont outcomet rewardt VNRt
Trigger Online-VNM VNRt is rejected r1 -500
Withhold Online-VNM VNRt is rejected r2 -50
Trigger Online-VNM VNRt is accepted r3 50
Withhold Online-VNM VNRt is accepted r4 500
At any given step t, if the agent chooses to trigger, then Online-VN migration process is triggered, namely the online VN
migration process described in Section 4 is executed. On the contrary, if the agent chooses to withhold, then the Online-VN
migration process is not triggered.
6.3 RL reward function













r1 if actiont = trigger and outcomet = rejected
r2 if actiont = withhold and outcomet = rejected
r3 if actiont = trigger and outcomet = accepted
r4 if actiont = withhold and outcomet = accepted
(2)
The rewardt is calculated by observing whether the agent decided to trigger at the current step t, and whether that decision led
to either a positive (accepted VNR) or negative (rejected VNR) outcome for the embedding of the corresponding VNR. The
rationale behind the reward values listed in Table 1 is as follows:
r1: If Online-VN migration was triggered but the t-th VNR is rejected, then the agent migrated fruitlessly and it could have
avoided triggering migrations to reduce costs, thus the agent receives a large punishment (-500).
r2: If Online-VN migration was not triggered and the t-th VNR is rejected, then the outcome was not positive, but still the agent
avoided the costs of a potential fruitless migration, thus the agent receives a regular punishment (-50).
r3: If Online-VN migration was triggered and the t-th VNR is accepted, then the outcome was positive although it involved the
costs of migration, thus the agent receives a regular reward (50).
r4: If Online-VNmigration was not triggered and the t-th VNR is accepted, then the outcome was positive and the agent avoided
the costs of migration, thus the agent receives a large reward (500).
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Algorithm 1 Self-adaptive Migration Trigger Algorithm
Input:  , , , decay
Output: Q-table Q
Initialize Q
for each simulation episode do
Observe the initial state statet = (VNRt ID, minBW-SSTmaxt )
while state statet is not terminal do
Choose an action actiont ∈ {trigger,withhold}, either randomly or by using a policy derived from Q (-greedy)
Apply actiont and await for VNRt to arrive
Await for the embedder to embed VNRt and observe outcomet
Choose a reward rewardt ∈ {r1...r4} according to actiont and outcomet
Observe the new state statet+1 = (VNRt+1 ID, minBW-SSTmaxt+1 )
Q(statet, actiont) = (1 − ) ⋅Q(statet, actiont) + 
(




 =  ⋅ decay
end for
return Q
Please note that the magnitudes of the values in Table 1 are not as important as the relative differences among them.We sought to
provide scores that: 1) allowed the agent to differentiate between punishments and rewards by means of shifted signs, being the
former negative and the later positive; and 2) allowed the agent to differentiate between regular and large reward/punishments,
being the later one order of magnitude larger than the former.
7 SELF-ADAPTIVE VN MIGRATION TRIGGER ALGORITHM
Recall that the state space of our migration triggering problem is finite, as well as the number of actions. Also, recall that, at
any given state, each action brings us to another state while producing a reward in {r1,...r4}. This allows to model our approach
of learning the best policy with a Finite Markov Decision Process (FMDP). As such, the SA-MTrigger can learn such policy
by means of Q-learning9. For any finite FMDP, it has been proved that the Q-learning algorithm can eventually find an optimal
policy, i.e. a policy that maximizes the total reward returned over all steps.
The proposed Self-adaptive Migration Trigger algorithm is listed in Algorithm 1. The algorithm is based on the well known
episodic Q-Learning algorithm. Our approach exploits the online nature of the VNRs to link their timing to each step of the
RL-based concept. The inputs of the algorithm are: , the learning rate (0 <  ≤ 1);  , the discount factor (0 ≤  ≤ 1); , the
probability of choosing random actions; and decay, the decay rate for . These parameters will be further explained. The output
of the algorithm is the Q-table Q, which will store the learned policy indicating the migration trigger agent the actions to take
under different VN environment states.
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The learning process is divided in episodes. In turn, each episode is divided in steps. Each step involves a single VNR arrival3.
At each step t, the self-adaptive trigger agent observes the current state statet from the network environment. The current
state is composed of the ID of the arriving VNR and the current minBW-SSTt, measured before the arrival. Then, it takes an
action actiont (either trigger or withhold), by choosing the action either randomly or by using a policy derived fromQ, obeying
the -greedy strategy, explained later in this section. Next, when VNRt finally arrives, the agent observes the outcome of the
previously taken action: the acceptance or rejection of VNRt. The agent measures minBW-SSTt+1 once again, and associates
the measurement to the ID of the upcoming VNR to calculate the next state statet+1. Finally, the Q-table value for the current
state and the taken action is updated by using the well known Q-learning value iteration update formula, which weighs the old
and the new acquired information. In the update formula, the learning rate  determines the precedence of the new memories
when updating Q while the discount factor  values the importance of future feedback. An episode ends when state statet is a
terminal state, i.e. when theM-th VNR arrives.
We followed the -greedy strategy to control the duration of the learning exploratory stage in order to find a good trade-off
between exploration and exploitation. -greedy has been used in several areas of machine learning, and it is often stated to be
the method of first choice41. As described by41, -greedy: 1) does not need to retain any exploration specific data; and 2) it can
find a near optimal outcome by hand-tuning a single parameter only ()42.
When the agent has to choose an action, with probability  it takes a random action, and with probability 1−  it takes the action
with the maximumQ-value, as prescribed by the -greedy approach. In this paper, we extend the -greedy approach as follows.
If a random action is going to be taken, with probability  the agent takes an action completely at random; and with probability
1− it randomly adds scaled values4 to theQ-values for the current state, to later take the action with the maximum randomized
Q-value. As the RL episodes progress, if a random action is taken, the chances that the agent takes into account the learned
policies increase, helping the algorithm to converge. We smoothly reduce the  value by updating it at the end of each episode
with the well-known  decay formula  =  × decay. In this way, as the episodes go, the agent will tend to reduce the chances
of taking random actions as it reaches the exploitation stage (last episodes) of the learning process.
In order to assess the performance of our self-adaptive time triggering approach, we propose the following performance metric.
The profit of the trigger evaluates the achieved balance between the ability of the VNmigration process to embed VNRs (utility)
and the costs involved to achieve such an ability. More formally, we measure the difference between the acceptance ratio of
the Online-VNE process (utility) and the percentage of migration triggerings (cost). In this respect, the profit is given by the
following expression:
Profit = AcceptanceRatio −MigrationT riggerRatio (3)
3An exception is the first step which involves two VNR arrivals. The first arrival is needed to have an initial embedding to migrate. The second arrival corresponds to
the actual VNR of the first step.
4The random values are scaled by the maximum Q-value of the current state.
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, where AcceptanceRatio is defined as the fraction of successfully embedded VNRs over the total number of VNR arrivals:
AcceptanceRatio =
Number of successfully embedded VNRs by Online-VNE
Total number VNR arrivals , (4)
andMigrationT riggerRatio denotes the fraction of the total number of times in which the Online-VN migration process was
triggered:
MigrationT riggerRatio =
Number of times that Online-VNM was triggered
Total number VNR arrivals . (5)
8 SIMULATION SETUP AND ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY
8.1 Simulation Setup
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach we have produced a discrete-event simulator that emulates the per-
formance of the framework shown in Figure 1. Our simulation platform includes an instance generator that produces SNs and
VNRs. The network topologies (substrate and virtual) are produced with the GT-ITM tool4. Attributes of the GT-ITM graphs
were added to meet the requirements of online VNE environments like CPU processing capacity of the substrate and virtual
nodes, BW and delay of the substrate and VLs, and time of life of the VNRs. The values of CPU and BW capacities as well
as link delays have been randomly generated using a minimum and maximum range following a uniform distribution. The time
of life of VNRs follows an exponential distribution with the desired mean. VNRs are generated following a Poisson distribu-
tion that determines the order and arrival time for each VNR. A summary of online VNE parameters of our simulation setup is
shown in Figure 3, which has been elaborated taking into account setups from the literature for assessment purposes18,43–45.
The settings shown in Figure 3 allowed us to experiment in scenarios where migration triggerings are likely to be unprofitable
in the long term (by the time of the last VNR arrival), hence helping us to assess the capacity of the RL agent to self-adaptively
learn to avoid unprofitable VN migrations. Finally, our simulation setup where performed on substrate networks of sizes 100,
150, 200 and 250 and densities of 0.06, 0.12, 0.25 and 0.6, to demonstrate the robustness of our self-adaptive approach on
different topologies.
In order to produce statistically significant results, for each network we executed 31 experiments, where each experiment con-
sisted of running 150 RL episodes of M = 100 VNRs simulated arrivals (steps). The presented results show averages of the
31 RL experiments +/- one standard deviation. We used a high initial  value of 1.0 to motivate the exploration during the first
stage of the learning process and an  decay of 0.96 to avoid the agent to become greedy too quickly. Likewise, we used a mild
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FIGURE 3 Summary of online VNE parameters for our simulation setups. The “# VNRs” column does not count the first VNR
needed to have an initial embedding.
learning rate  = 0.8 to give precedence to new memories, as well as a discount factor  = 0.9986 to motivate the agent to strive
for long-term high rewards.
We used the VLMP algorithm to re-allocate the substrate resources that host the VLs to-be-migrated via path resolution of
substrate resources (CPU and BW). To this end, the VLMP algorithm requires the constraints (dlyconstr and ℎopconstr) for the
feasibility stage, as well as thresholds of resources in use (cpuusetℎresℎ and bwusetℎresℎ) for the optimality stage, as described in Section
4. While the feasibility constraints gives us control on the delay and the hop count along the path of substrate resources allowing
us to set upper bounds of QoS parameters, the optimality thresholds makes sure that the cost of the paths to-be-migrated are
minimized.
An exhaustive analysis of the optimal values of the VLMP thresholds and constraints is out of the scope of this paper as they
are mostly dependant on specific scenarios, most probably with values linked to high-level objectives. Nonetheless, for valida-
tion purposes, we tried the following thresholds: cpuusetℎresℎ = 60% and bwusetℎresℎ = 50%, whose impact to online VNE has been
previously evaluated in1. We used relaxed constraints values dlyconstr = 500 and ℎopconstr = 6 that, according to empiric obser-
vations, ensure good VLMP success ratios regardless of the physical network size and density, allowing the agent to observe
the effect of link migrations during the learning process. The interested readers can find a detailed explanation of the VLMP
configuration values in1,2.
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FIGURE 4 Evaluation methodology of the proposed approach
8.2 Assessment Methodology for Validation of Self-adaptive VN migration triggering
We define an assessment methodology towards two objectives: i) to demonstrate that our approach enhances the VNE acceptance
ratio in the long run; ii) to demonstrate that our approach reduces the migration costs. Moreover, pivotal in our assessment is
the estimation of the Available Link Bandwidth (ALB), which is an aspect that has several technical implications in practical
approaches as it can be costly in terms of time consumption and increased overhead30 (see Figure 4). In summary, the estimation
of the ALB can become slow.
Please note that comparing our work with previous work is difficult since, to the best of our knowledge, this paper represents the
first attempt towards self-adaptive online VN migration in network virtualization environments. Nonetheless, we compare the
effects of our self-adaptive VN migration trigger to those of periodic VN migration in Sections 9 and 10 over different physical
network topologies.
8.2.1 Self-adaptive migration triggering evaluation without ALB estimation (Study 1)
Recall that the Link Selector in our framework is in charge of i) detecting over-utilized physical resources in mapped physical
paths and ii) selecting VLs that are candidate to be migrated. Physical paths are mapped/updated after each VN embedding/VN
migration according to the requirements of VNRs. In Study 1 we assume a fully dynamic environment with a Link Selector that
can read the actual ALBs in the SN, which are updated after the execution of either the VNE or the VN migration algorithms.
In this way, Study 1 assumes a setting where actual ALBs can be easily gathered and that in turn, do not need to be estimated.
In Study 1, we tested the RL approach on an array of 100 physical nodes with four different densities (see Figure 3). We ran
experiments 31 times to obtain statistically significant results.
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FIGURE 5 Average number of visited states (+/- one standard deviation) during the SA-MTrigger learning process for 100
physical nodes and 4 different physical link densities.
8.2.2 Self-adaptive migration triggering evaluation with ALB estimation (Study 2)
Since the estimation of ALB in real word scenarios is not trivial, in Study 2 the Link Selector reads and remembers the ALBs
in a mapped/remapped path as available at the moment that the path is computed by either the VNE or the VN migration
algorithm. Once the Link Selector registers the ALBs of a newly mapped/remapped path, the ALBs of the path remain fixed in
the Link Selector memory. The idea is that the ALBs are gathered only just before the execution of the VNE and VN migration
algorithms. Therefore, the Link Selector has to remember and to rely on that information to detect BW bottlenecks in future. In
this study we tested our RL approach on a full array of the 16 physical networks with different densities and sizes (see Figure
3). As in Study 1, we ran experiments 31 times to obtain statistically significant results.
9 VALIDATION RESULTS FOR THE SELF-ADAPTIVE MIGRATION TRIGGER (STUDY 1)
In this section and in Section 10, we present the validation of our RL approach in terms of: i) the assessment of the RL pro-
cess as the RL episodes progressed and ii) the comparison between self-adaptive migration triggering and periodic migration
triggering5,22,26. We adopted values for periodic triggering from the state of the art5,22,26. Results report the average of the 31
simulation runs.
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(a) Evolution of the average cumulative reward (b) Evolution of the average VNE acceptance ratio
(c) Evolution of the average migration trigger ratio (d) Evolution of the average profit
FIGURE 6 Evolution of the average cumulative reward, the average profit, the average migration trigger ratio, the average
embedding acceptance ratio (+/- one standard deviation) during the SA-MTrigger learning process for 100 physical nodes and
4 different physical link densities.
We provide a detailed analysis of the impact of the proposed self-adaptiveVNmigration trigger to those of periodicVNmigration
for various physical network sizes and densities, in order to show that the conclusions are valid across different topologies.
9.1 Assessment of the RL process
Figure 5 shows the average number of observed states for all the experimented physical networks as the RL process progressed.
The agent observed around 1,000 different states (around 10% of the total number of states) in the densest network (density
0.6). Figure 5 demonstrates that the denser the physical network, the less the number of different states the agent is likely to see.
Namely, the actual space of states that the agent is going to observe can be smaller than 101M . Nonetheless, exploring only a
fraction of the total number of states does not prevent the SA-MTrigger to learn useful policies that maximize the profit, as it is
demonstrated with the following results.
Figure 6.a shows the evolution of the cumulative reward during the RL process progressed. It can be observed that the self-
adaptive trigger learned to increase the RL cumulative reward from around 3×104 to around 4×104 (for densities 0.12, 0.25 and
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(a) Average number of migration requests (b) Migration trigger ratio
(c) Embedding acceptance ratio (d) Profit enhancement
FIGURE 7 Triggers comparison for self-adaptive VN migration triggering vs. always VN migration triggering and periodic
VN migration triggering. Periodic triggers are set to trigger every 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 VNRs. Values for the self-adaptive
trigger are from the last RL episode.
0.6), stabilizing between Episodes 60 and 80 regardless of the network size or density. The SA-MTrigger behaved differently
only on the sparsest network (0.06 density), going from cumulative rewards of around 1.5×104 to rewards of around 3×104. The
Figure 6.b shows the rate of embedding acceptance ratio evolution. As the learning process progressed, the observed acceptance
ratios were of around 70% for the smallest and sparsest network (100 nodes, 0.06 density), and of above 95% for the rest of the
networks. Note that the SA-MTrigger learned how to slightly improve the acceptance ratio from below 70% to above 70% for the
sparsest physical network. Figure 6.c shows the migration trigger ratio evolution. During the exploratory stage (first episodes),
in which the agent tried actions mostly at random, the SA-MTrigger triggered 40% to 50% of the time, as expected. However,
as the RL process progressed, the SA-MTrigger learned that it had to trigger only around 10% to 15% of the time, depending
on the physical network density. Figure 6.d shows the profit evolution with the RL episodes. As our agent learned to minimize
the triggering ratio, the observed profits increased from 20% to around 60% for the sparsest network, and increased from 50%
to around 80% for the rest of the physical networks.
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RL episode RL episode
RL episode RL episode
FIGURE 8 Figures (a) to (d) show the evolution of the average cumulative reward (+/- one standard deviation) during the
SA-MTrigger learning process for 4 different network sizes and 4 different physical link densities.
9.2 Comparison between periodic and self-adaptive triggering
In this section, we compare the performance of the SA-MTrigger with always and periodic VN migration triggering in terms
of number of migration requests (Figure 7.a), migration trigger ratio (Figure 7.b), embedding acceptance ratio (Figure 7.c) and
profit (Figure 7.d). The number of VN migration requests helped us to further assess the actual cost involved in migrations,
beyond the migration trigger ratio.
Figure 7.a shows the average number of migration requests for the SA-MTrigger. Note that the number of VNmigration requests
for the SA-MTrigger was similar to the number of VN migration requests for the periodic triggers (triggering every 7, 8, 9 and
10 VNRs) even when the self adaptive trigger ratio was comparatively higher (Figure 7.b). On the other hand, Figure 7.d shows
that with our SA-MTrigger the profit reached a value above 60% for the network with density of 0.06, being this value the highest
profit observed among all triggers for that density.
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FIGURE 9 Figures (a) to (d) show the evolution of the average embedding acceptance ratio (+/- one standard deviation) during
the SA-MTrigger learning. Figure (e) to (h) show the evolution of the average migration trigger ratio (+/- one standard deviation)
during the SA-MTrigger learning process. Figures (i) to (l) the evolution of the average profit (+/- one standard deviation) during
the SA-MTrigger learning process for 4 different network sizes and 4 different physical link densities.
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(a) (e) (i) (m)
(b) (f) (j) (n)
(c) (g) (k) (o)
(d) (h) (l) (p)
100 nodes 100 nodes 100 nodes 100 nodes
150 nodes 150 nodes 150 nodes 150 nodes
200 nodes 200 nodes 200 nodes 200 nodes













































































































































































Always Periodic (02 VNRs) Periodic (03 VNRs) Periodic (04 VNRs) Periodic (05 VNRs) Periodic (06 VNRs)
Periodic (07 VNRs) Periodic (08 VNRs) Periodic (09 VNRs) Periodic (10 VNRs) Self-adaptive
Trigger
FIGURE 10 Figures (a) to (d) show the VNE acceptance ratio for self-adaptive VN vs. always VN migration triggering and
periodic VN migration triggering. Figures (e) to (h) show migration trigger ratio for self-adaptive VN vs. always VN migration
triggering and periodic VN migration triggering. Figures (i) to (l) show profit for self-adaptive VN vs. always VN migration
triggering and periodic VN migration triggering. Figures (m) to (p) show the average number of VN migration requests for self-
adaptive VN vs. always VN migration triggering and periodic VN migration triggering. Periodic triggers are set to trigger every
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 VNRs. Values for the self-adaptive trigger are from the last RL episode.
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10 VALIDATION RESULTS FOR THE SELF-ADAPTIVE MIGRATION TRIGGERING
(STUDY 2)
10.1 Assessment of the RL process
Similarly to the previous study, for the sparsest physical networks (density of 0.06), the agent observed up to around 2,000
different states (around 19% of the total number of states), regardless of the network size. In contrast, for the densest networks
(density 0.6), the agent observed less than 500 states (less than 4% of the total number of states), again regardless of the network
size.
Figures 8.a to 8.d show the evolution of the cumulative reward as the RL process progressed for the different network sizes. It
can be observed that the SA-MTrigger learned to increase the RL cumulative reward from around 3 × 104 to around 4 × 104,
stabilizing between Episodes 60 and 80 regardless of the network size or density. The SA-MTrigger behaved differently only on
the smallest and sparsest network (100 nodes, 0.06 density), going from cumulative rewards of 1.5 × 104 to rewards of around
3 × 104, as in Study 1.
Figures 9.a to 9.d show the rate of embedding acceptance ratio evolution. As the learning process progressed, the observed
acceptance ratios were of around 75% for the smallest and sparsest network (100 nodes, 0.06 density), and of above 95% for
the rest of the networks. A high link sparsity might have caused the smaller and sparsest network to break more often during
experiments, negatively impacting the embedding acceptance ratio.
On the other hand, please note in Figure 9.b that the SA-MTrigger learned how to slightly improve the acceptance ratio for the
sparsest 150-node physical network. The benefits of the RL approach are more evident in Figures 9.e to 9.h, which show the
evolution of the migration trigger ratio. As the RL process progressed, the SA-MTrigger learned that it had to trigger only around
15% of the time for physical networks, regardless of their size. Particularly, the SA-MTrigger learned that it had to trigger only
around 10% of the time for the synthetic physical networks with 200 and 250 nodes (higher densities). Figures 9.i to 9.l further
show the benefits of our RL approach, showing the profit evolution with the RL episodes. As our agent learned to minimize the
trigger ratio, the observed profits increased from 30% to around 60% for the smallest and sparsest network (100 nodes, density
0.06), and increased from 50% to around 85% for the rest of the physical networks.
10.2 Comparison between periodic and self-adaptive triggering
Figures 10.e to 10.h show comparisons of the migration trigger ratio for the SA-MTrigger with the always VN migration and
periodic VN migration triggering. With our SA-MTrigger the migration trigger ratio was reduced to about 10% to get an accep-
tance ratio of about 98% (see Figures 10.a to 10.d). This means that the SA-MTrigger learned that it had only to trigger between
around 9% and 15% of the time. This VN migration reduction pattern was observed for all experimented physical networks.
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Figures 10.m to 10.p show the comparison of the average number of VNmigration requests for the SA-MTrigger with the always
and periodic VN migration triggering.
Note that there were networks for which SA-MTrigger profits (Figures 10.i to 10.l) were not the best among all triggers, but for
which the number of migration requests were the lowest. This is particularly noticeable on the 250-node networks (Figure 10.p).
It can also be observed that the denser the physical network, the lower the number of VN migration requests (e.g. the number
of VN migration requests for the denser physical network is less than 20).
11 CONCLUDING REMARKS
VN migration is costly in terms of migration time, service disruption and resources utilization. Most of the current works on
VN migration rely on the periodic migration of virtual resources. In this work we have presented the first attempt towards a
cost-efficient self-adaptive online VN migration trigger, tested on different virtual network environment conditions, to address
the critical question: “When to trigger VN migration?”. One novel aspect of our contribution to the state of the art is that we
formulated the problem as a Markov Decision Process problem and approached it by proposing a novel RL solution. Moreover,
we introduced the concept of minimum BW of the maximum substrate ST in order to quantify the “strengh” of an SN and use
it as a component of the state model of an RL approach. By increasing the physical network sizes and densities, the number
of service requests and operational constraints are likely to increase exponentially46. For this reason, we have validated our
methodology with a variety of physical network sizes and densities, demonstrating that the proposed self-adaptive online VN
migration approach can serve as a key mechanism to reduce over- or under-utilization of substrate resources.
In the dynamic process of VN assignment, network conditions change over time due to the arrival and departure of VNs. As a
result, VN assignment without migration may lead to inefficient resource utilization where some part of the substrate network
can become excessively loaded while others are under-utilized. Migrating existing VNs can help to improve performance under
dynamic situations. However, periodically migrating all existing VNs is not desirable for a number of reasons3.
In this paper we described a novel cost-efficient self-adaptive VN migration trigger based on RL in order to learn the critical
times when VN migration should be triggered to obtain profits in the long-term. Our SA-MTrigger self-adaptively learned to
reduce the trigger ratios and the number of migration requests for the studied substrate networks. Moreover, it self-adaptively
learned to improve the acceptance ratio for two of the experimented substrate networks.
Our algorithm also showed promising results in that the training process stabilized after only 60 episodes. In this regard, our
algorithm learned a good policy quickly, over the first episodes. We believe that conducting longer trainings might lead to further
reductions of trigger ratios in the experimented scenarios. However, a full separated study would be needed in order to derive
the exact number of episodes that leads to the minimization of trigger ratios.
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Our future work will be directed to implement our RL approach in a Software Defined Networking (SDN) architecture where
we envision the SDN controller to plays the role of a global resource control47 with three main components: 1) Online Virtual
Network Embedding; 2) Online Virtual Networkmigration; and 3) Virtual and physical networkmonitoring. The SDN controller
can use the embedding algorithms described in48 to map VNs onto the physical infrastructure. As for online VN migration, the
SDN controller can use the VLMP algorithm briefly described in Section 4 and in2 in which the virtual path reconfigurations
are driven by the VLMPmigration process. Since resource allocation/reallocation is very challenging in the context of SDN, the
proposed RL approach can be used to automate the resource reallocation process by proactive learning and interactions with the
environment46. Our RL approach can self-adaptively decide which actions should the control plane take in order to minimize
the costs of migrations while considering the VNE acceptance ratio. Based on the action received from the self-adaptive RL
trigger, if VN migration is required, the SDN controller will trigger the VLMP algorithm described in Section 4 resulting in
appropriate resource reallocations, keeping acceptable VNE acceptance rates, and minimizing the migration trigger ratio.
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